
COMB RAY 

What Cyril Connolly said o.f Scott F'itz is surely true of the 

best of the X:Xth century pessimistic mainstream writers: their 

styte sings of promise,their message is of disillusion. So with 
, .... , ,,,wJ ~ (l4-l ~ 

MP: Du Cote de chez Swann ancl:--in f,a-r-ti:cu-re:r Combray 11ie :tffle cata-
\ 4 ' 

logue WVi the child's dreams and fancies about the world outside 

his family circle and beyond his age,about everything unknown 

to him yet,and so he imag ine~ , creates the world as it were for 
~~, 

himself in his imagination: /-the delights of knowing the Swanns, 

the impossibility of ever coming to look on the Duchesse de 

Guermantes,this godlike,mythical,Merovingian figment that he 

invents from her name and a glimpse of her in the chu.rch,to look 
magic 

on her as a real,ordinary hlllllan ; the/world of women and love; 

the enchanted distances beyond Combray where lie the fabulous 

Balbec,the impossible Venice; the real meaning of beauty and 

reality. And,in time,the child grows up and comes to fulfil 
,Jd-1 "W ~ ;:, ,:;l.f-1.ci.~:-J..........A" 

each one of these impossible dreams,he comes to know the Swanns, 

and they are not wonderful at all,but nasty or boring or empty 

or failures; the Guermantes,spiteful,futile,boorish,perverted, 
f,.S"I' 

madAmean; the world of women and love,and it is a hell of 

egotism and jealousy and suffering and futility; Balbec becomes 

in reality a perfectly 
~<;) 

Venic~\ in its way is a 

unremarkable Breton seaside resort,and 

let-down,a disappointment. So,in time, 

he comes to fulfil each of the vague longings that he describes 

in Corubray,and in each case the reality destroys his dream,fails 



to live up to the perfection of his own creations ; he finds that 

each of these delights he'd imagined is senseless,a waste of 

self and time,they turn to dross as soon as he possesses them, 

lose all value and charm and meaning - all except one : beauty 

and the real meaning of life,the roots of self,the kernel of 

existence,for these he will find nourishing and,in them,through 

art,he will glimpse a possibility of redemption 

comme la promesse qu ' il existait autre chose, 
realisable par l ' art sans doute,que le neant 
que j'avais trouve dans tousles plaisirs et 
dans l ' amour meme,et que si ma vie me semblait 
si vaine , du moins n ' avait-elle pas tout accompli. 
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Combr51 has often been called an overture. The comparison is 

apt: just as an overture contains undeveloped and touches on 

them and leaves them in a tantalizing manner all the major themes 

of the work to come which will develoy them at times beyond 

recognition and give them quite different meanings and orchestr

ations,so in Combray l'P states his themes,introduces most of 

his major characters. He does this in such a way with such 

unappa.nent skill that it is amazing, on reflection, to realize 

that ~ost of the m..mtter of the book and most of the people we 

are to meet,have 

Combray,which is 

been introtuced or touched on by the end of 
2- /4. l-~ ,r) 

only about 15b long. And another similarity 

is that if someone asks you if you know a certain work and you 

say o yes you know the overture,then the same is true of~,cy 

by reading it you will be glimpsing Proust,catching a snatch of 

him~nd not a very representative snatch at thatJ 
~~~ '1~-~ >j ~~ 



k ~ ~ tt.":(l t:""' l . l 
The book \is vast and seemingly endless -notice I say the 

book,not books - MP considered it as a single novel and so 

should we,the division into various parts and volwn.es with 

separate titles being diti-tated by the exigencies of publishers' 
r,.\)~l.tf 

_practice and the .facts of book-size. ,, One of the longest novels 

ever written,perhaps limillion words,but by no means outsize 

for its tiie. There was a vogue in the first¼ of the XXth 

century for vast panoramic works in many vols,romans fleuves as 
in the preceding siglo 

they were called. Of course/Balzac's Com Hum and Zola'z 

Rougon-Macquart series had set a precedent,although they are 
in that thev are collections of quite distinct novels 
n1fferent 1h that they do not deal with the same set of characters, 

and above all do not have the same central character. Nor,of 

course,do some of these more modern romans fleuves: Duhamel's 



Chronigue des Pasguier,10 vols,1933-45 ,has as its narrator one 

of the Pasquier children Laurent,and deals with eac h of them in 

turn,but no central character . Jean-ghristophe,Romain Rolland, 

10 vols,1906-12,does have a central character,the title one, 

3 

and what's more he's an artist,we ' ll come back to that in a minute. 

Les hommes de bonne volonte,Jules Ro .. ins,27 vols,1932-47,no central 

figure,vast collection of temporary characters,vast fresco of 

X:Xth century. Les Thibault,7 parts,Iloger Martin du Gard , came 

out between 1922 and 1940,follows the snory of a father and his 

two sons. These four the best known and it is no doubt from 

them that the XXIst century students of French will glean 

what knowledge they need to pass exams with of XXth century 

France and Europe . They all resemble MP's book in some thing 

or other,if only in length. Notice,from the dates,that only 

one of them precedes MP,and that is Jean-Christophe,wh l ch as I 

said traces the career of an artist,a musician and composer,very 

Beethovenish in certain aspects. 

Jean-Christophe,once very pop,now not very highly regarded, 
the / 

is an example of not only the fashion of/roman-fleuve , also some-

times called rollUilil-cycl~ ,but also of another strange literary 

vogue that appeared like a rash over Europ~~e same years 

roughly the first i of the XXth . 
~J 

I speak of the autobiograph-

ical,novel,the apprenticeshipnovel,what the Germans I believe 

call the Bildungsroman,the growth novel,the development novel . 

And here we come back to Proust's book . For this A la recherche 



au temps perdu,like so many other novels from that period,and 

good ones,is the account of a writer's apprenticeship; it could 

bear as its subtitle either: An Examination of How I became a 

Writer;or the title that Jrunes J·oyce chose for his Bildungsroman 

A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. As the recent book 

by Howard Moss says on its first page:"It is the story of how a 

little boy becomes a wri tert'p2ThelVI~gicLanternOfMP). 

The Bildungsroman of the early XX.th shows us usually a young 

man~ « his environment,in the sense of~ 

~ clothes,out of his background,his family,the values of his 

upbringing,his religion perhaps,and having painfully foDID.ed 

through experience his own values ,found himself and the truths 

by which he wants to live henceforth,usually in contradiction or 

defiance of family,religion and even country,steps out on the 

last page to become himself,an artist,a writer. ~$Jmxv~:§OC:lf~ 

1903,Way of all flesh,Butler; 1903:Tonio Kroger,Mann;l906-12, 

Jean-Christophe,Rolland;l913,Sons and Lovers,Lawrence;l315 :0f 

Human Bondage,Maugham,yes even Maugha.m,surprisingly enough,and 

if you haven't read it that•s your loss;l916 :Portrait of the 

Artist ,Joyce;as late as 1927,Look Homeward Angel across the 

Atlantic,Wolfe,wordy old Wolfe. What a galaxy,even without 

MP; but we must add him too,because Swann came out in 1913 like 

Sons and Lovers,~ike another book about childhood that must be 

mentioned though it ' s not by any means a Bildingsroman,a Portrait 

of the Artist; Le grand Meaulnes, Alain-Fournier .j Not all of 
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these books are autobiographicalrast are a-c least semi-autobio

graphical; not all are in fact stories of artists; but ~have 

ln common that they tell the story of a youth reacting against 

his upbringing1usually to become a writer in exile from his 

background,and that they were all )roduced in the :first 25 or 

so years of this century,a crop about the same time,deriving f 
perhaps from a common ancestorl~ilhelm Meister~ Lehrjahre,1795-6, 

of Gothe,which may well look back in its tnrn to Rousseau and 
~ 

MP's book is the biggest ,most ambitious,1~ the Confessions. 
,u..,Ldt'~ 

t~ read~ but most rewarding of them all. 
I\ 

b:x Cyril Connolly, 

for whom you may have noticed I have a liking and respect,xttx 

~ had this to say about MP ; 
one of the colophons of li~erature,one of those 
great writers who put full stop to a form of art, 
was MP. The form whose consummation he brought 
about was the autobiographical novel ( .•• ) and 
such autobiographical novels as appear now are not 
by great writers. They are the green shoots 
which continue to put forth from a tree that has 
been cut down .•. " 

Enemies , ~enguin 14~ extreme 
and the book is exhaustive in its scope,does take the form to its/ 

The child whom we read of in Combray we shall call Marcel, 
)¼-q,~ 

although Proust gives him no name in this part of the book - and 
{*~ ~~~~)~ notice.ii that when I talk of MP ' s book, I mean not a , a(e~"'--

splinter, but the entire work A la recherche - no name in~Combray, 

then,and only named twice in the whole course of the book and 

only when it was unavoidable,getting himself into irritating 

situations in order to avoid naming him on several occasions. 

(Another deliberate o.mmission is his age; we are never told how 
-4;_ ,.~-i.~ 

'\~ II";_ I . ' _ tr, 
&~ tk a.~ ~j;:._ -'..i t<_;~- 17a ~~ ~~ ~ 



old he is,as a child or a man). We follow the life of ~his 

child from the magic land of his childhood maxxR:t:m in Paris 

and at holidaytime in the quiet dusty village near Chartres in 

6 

the unstated seventies and eighties of the XIXth ; li:ldrK to~--~ 
Ghamps-Elysees to play with GS and taste the tortures of ~e~ 
seaside at Balbec,where he meets the first members of the 

Guerro.antes fa!Il.ily, makes the acquaintance of an artist or two, 

breaks his heart on a girl Albertine; back to Paris where he 
D~~ 

rubs shoulders witn;tne highest society in France,wastes away 

his life on Albertine and turns a deaf ear to the small voice 

of his most secret self reminding him now and then that he has 

more important things to make of his lifw,where he discovers 

the world of homosex and watches it undermine the Faubourg, 

sees the Fi~st War come along to hasten the departure of the 

old order,and witnesses its final disintegration xx in the last 

vol when GS's daughter,through. the marriage of her mother,is 

the heir to the Guermantes,and thus the magic circle of arcel's 

childhood is broken as he realizes again the gap between his 

childhood imaginings and the reality he sees under his eyes -

for had he not believed,all those years ago,that it was an 

absurdity to talk of going to Guermantes by Swann's way,and now 

here the heir to Swann and the heir to the Guermantes is the 

same girl,the child of the GS ntia. whom he'd ~bQrri glimpsed 

through the hedge on that walk with his father and gra.ndfather, 

At this point, Marcel is ageing,ailing,solitary,unattached, 

disenchanted about ~11 the wonders he'd looked forward to so 
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greedily,so trustingly as a c.hild,his life is empty and useless, 

unfulfilled,a mere dacay and growing old and waiting for the 
,--' \4,\ ~ ~ 

pointless end. It is then~that he has his revelations of a 

truth and a book he'd been carrying inside him unawares,for as 

he sits in the library of the Guermantes,waiting for the music 

to finish and the doors to open for him to go in to yet another 

soiree or matine~r gathering quelconque of these empty, 

ooorish,spitefulJidiots among wh om he has spent his life,as he 

sits there he fingers a book from the shelf ; Frangois le champi 

by Georges Sand,which brings back to overwhelm him,:xn by the 

process whicn he calls memoire involontaire,tne whole forgotten 

fragrance and texture and meaning of the bedtime scene which 

begins the novel fo rtean vols before,and it is from this ex

perience and a couple more of the same sort tha~ he draws the 

certainty that he has in him something of worth,something that 

time has not destroyed as it destroyjd his illusions and his 
~u~aJ.l 

friendships and his love even ,his suffering,something indestruc-
• 

tible then,something of value,of meaning,worth rescuing from the 

annihilation of time,some possibility of redeeming his own 

wasted life and of making some sense of it,of giving meaning to 

what had had no meaning. And so it is that we come back to 

the beginning of the book,his discovery by chance of the Sand 

being the spring from which the whole enormous work will flow. 

And there in that liln•a.cy at the end of his odyssey he tiaKes the 

decision to write it all down,to set out ,:;o fincl the t ime he's 
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lost,or if you like to interpret the perdu of the title in another 

just as meaningful way,thin.k of the expression:C'est dt1 temps 

perdu. And so he comes to this decision to unravel the tangled 

sKein of hi~lf ,to go back to the beginning and reexplore his 

experience,give it sense by giving it shape and permanence and 

thus saving his own life from the empty dark of oblivion,realizing 

that for him this is the only book he could write,his own life, 

since this is his purpose,to foil time and the absurdity it 

makes of men,and since it is his own life he doesn't have to 

invent anything,he simply has to remember,to take the lllldeveloped 

film of memory and print what he finds on it 

je m'apercevais que ce livre essentiel,le 
seul livre vrai,un grand ecrivain n'a pas,dans 
le sens courant , a l'inventer,puisqu'il existe 
deja en chacun de nous,mais a le traduire. Le 
devoir et la tache d' un ecri vain sont ceux d' un ___k. ~ 
traducteur % 

~ ·tfu.., A\.+, :-J -l~ ll;, t:c,.:t., .£ ..... ~ • ~ II, BAO ~Uociu.: : . -/7_, J. 1 J.i..i. , ,, ·- w•~· . 1 a.IA.., ~.t!. S' · f ..,. -a··" "f:i.. tr...i.~ t~ r~~ ~ , .". •at 71 _ • .-.;! 'fr 7 , 

And this may be the moment also,while on the subject,of the 

writer's not inventing his novel but simply noting it at the -~-dictation as it were of memory,to peiat s~t two things 1: that 

the novel of Proust is semi-autobiographical,his own life is 

thinly disguised by the life of Marcel and shows through in all 

sorts of ways; nonetheless there is a great deal of invention 

in the book; whether it is a novel or an autobiography though 

is not important,the characters are so credible and recognizable 

as ourselves ,their fate affects us as much as any character's wrA 1L L 
~-IL~~'~ 

in any book, the psychological finds that MP JJ1akes for us) are all 



excellent ,regardless oI the genre of the ~ork. 2: the events 

that .r-P has incorporated in his narrative ,whet;her invented or 

remembered,are not the important thing in this novel - a 

strange novel,you may say,in whicp the things that happe~ 

and especially the:e things that happen to the hero have no 

9 

importance • The point is that their only il!l.portance is in their 

inner effect on Marcel that the real events of the story are 

not the things that people do to one another so muuch as what 

repercussion these things have on the filind of the narrator; the 

really exciting things do not happen between the characters,for 
~.~~JJj,1~, 

a large part,but in the heart and mind(of 1arcel; the real meat 

and matter of this book is not simply behaviour but a constant 

vonder at behaviour,analysis of feeling dissection of tone of 

voice and gesture,an unremi~ting hunt for the real meaning behind 

the false appearances of life,people and experience. What I'm 

saying can be illustrated perhaps by La fugitive: very little 

action,Albertinge leaves him,he is horribly upset by this although 

he was on the point of lea.v-ing her himself ,he tries in various 

ways to give kxw::sid::f her the impression that he couldn't care 

less althoughhe feels like dying of it,and then gets a letter 

telling him she's been thrown from a horse and killed. These 

are the events,but the real story of La f~gitive is not these,it 

is what happens inside the mind of' Marcel · it takes him over 

100 pages to describe the effect,the emotional effect mh on 

himself of the death of the girl. The death of tee girl is 



merely the excuse the prtext the peg on which he hangs the 

real business of his writing: deciphering what he really felt 
~ ~~,..k:..'(A,.:~;~~\~~i 

about the death of Albertine. And so with most of the events 
II,.. 

of the narrative,their importance is largely that of supports, 

of de~onstrations of some point that MP wants to make about 

the way~~wn mind works or how he or someone else reacted 

to certain situations,they are the examples that he uses to 

bring home the points he has to make,the slide as it were that 

in his scientific method he slips under his microscope to study 

for our benefit and instruction. ~t has been said of M.P,and 
all 

rightly,that he sets down with/the precision and exactness of 

the man of science the klati:£ staple material of all feeling and 

art.] ~~ 

)0 

And this is one aspect,one of the most important,one feature 

that stamps his work unmistakably as from that generation 

which matured about 1900,which allies him obviously with V~~ 
,i k,~~ ~,.Ji,t a..~ 

Woolf and J Joyce,and which makes of ~~m,like them,a forbear 
Q. ,.-,1:fi\k( -. ittu i.u..tc ~ ·"'- (. · 

of the so-called nouveau roman~ for his most passionate in-

terest is no longer so much with psychological analysis of 

the traditional French moraliste sort,the Lafayette,Constant, 

Gide sort,of the sort which shows a)surface behaviour & b) 

the secret motives underlying it (though he does this too), 

but more with the simple act of perception,the minute mechan

isms of the process of being aware,of feeling,of thinking . 

(Cf Ulysses,24 hours in the - not so much life as the - head 
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of a man in 1906,3n exhaustive catalogue of the contents of the 

mind of an average man; a minutely detailed map of the way a 

man thinks,daydreams,drowses,wonders,remembers,feels; an attempt 

to translate into print what consciousness is like.). Writers 

in that first} of our century rediscovered,in all its pris

tine simplicity and difficulty,the real task of the artist, 

which had been neglected by all artists ever since the beginn-
AA •bii:.ll'.i.J: ~u 

ing of words: to focus,and to make US focus,on the basic facts 

of experience,of what it is like to be alive and to be aware 

of it - seen to be more important,more exciting,more inex- ~ . 
lie .-tc..k!Ml 

haustibly adventurous than the grand scenarios of Tolstoy or ~~1 

the XIXth century novel. And much more difficult to focus on, 



CHARACTERIZATION 

MP's was of presenting his characters. As AG says1 

vous ne nous presentez vos personnages ) 
qu' in.cidem.ment et par raccroc ( ½il~[w-l 

rncidences 47 
~"""t' 

And this is true,he does present them haphazardly 
/' 

.,,.;_~, 
as though he 

had just come across them by accident while fo l lowing a fleeti ng 

memory,and to mention the~xtiuoc:txrxtxx:im:RxXKXll not for 

themselves and whatever interest they may yresent,but simply 
like stageprops or 
because a mention of is essential to a proper understanding 

of the moral or psychological discourse of the sentence in which 

they appear. The reason behind his introduction of these 

characters is never obvious,indeed s~ch is the rambling quality 

of the narrative,so abundant is the apparently redundant detail, 
apparent 

1(. 

so many the/digressions,that the reader,at first si ght,is usually 

misled into thin¥ing that there is 86 reason for bringing in a 

certain character at a certain point other than the gratuitous 

contingencies of ~he narrator's unsystematic,unchrouol ogical 

memories. This is just a deliberate red herring on the part 

of r~oust. He knows where he's going,he lays traps for and 

surprises for the unwary reader,and every one of these characters 

is necess~tated by the story he has to tell although they may 
--t 

not reappear for another five h undred pages,each is brought in 

for go od reason and is the forerunner of a world or a theme 
~ ,.A .;t...,r...._t;..k:._ 

whi ch will be magnifi ed later in the book:ABloch: the Jewish 

com.munities and the Dreyfus Affair; Charlus: the world of homosex 
~~➔ ~(, -C O 2$"tft!.i-, <li- )k,h~Ji.t--,,-.. 1~, \,tJ1 ,'.-~l¼,.,u-«-(~..:_7i-l\il-Jli,.~ -.ti'--~ 1 [w........:.-

z::=- -:) 2.a ~ij ". .....__ ).a....,. ,¾,,.U t'}t-,'J ,.._ 
)c. r., ,-. ~ - r• , .,.• -" t.u.v,. -'• ~ •SZ: -&-....,&t{_ 

, , ~ ,, ""'"' --1 '"""""~f- .. - , . ,..,..,~ 
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the decadence of the Faubourg and the uniting of Swann's way 

with the cote de G~ermantes; Vinteuil: the world of art,the 

other artists Bergotte and Elstir who have their part to play 

in the development of the artist in Marcel; the Duchesse dt 
;..~ 

G, glimpsed in the church onli ,IJIIne de Villeparisis mentioned 

only in passing, to be the people who usher Marcel i~o high_ . ,1. --· --,1..t."l., 
- J a.IA<> ~ ,,,, - .'1""""""" -
r,,.-r-- .: ~,_.al w,,,..iti lt,M - I 

society with which so much of the book is to deall: !Ille ~~II>.· 
G --, 7v ~~"'1 • , I ~ 

Vinteuil and the expurgated\ scene de sadisme at Mont,jouvain, to 1~~:i, J~, 
:) f_,.:-1 li 

be the tiny spring setting off the action of two whole vols later 

on,and to determine the nature of the poison which will rot 

away Marcel's love.ffoib:.Albertine and bring him to the conclusion 

that love is ~worthless hobb~ he has wasted his life 

on; Gilberte: his introduction to the world of love , to the 

longing to belong to the world of Swann; and as for Swann himself, 

1,.P points out .nea.r the end of the work the iw.portance of this 

character: 

Eh somme,si j'y reflechissais,la matiere demon 
experience,laquelle serait la matiere demon 
livre,me venait de Swann,non pas seulement par 
tout ce qui le concernait lui-meme et Gilberte; 
mais c'etait lui qui m'avait des Combray donne 
le desir d'aller a Balbec,ou sans cela mes parents 
n eussent jamais eu l'idee de m'envoyer,et sans 
quoi je n' aurai s pas connu.. "'lbertine ,mais meme 
les Guermantes,puisque ma grand'mere n'eut pas 
retrouve Mme de Villeparisis,moi fait la connaiss
a.m.ce de Saint-Loup et de i de Charlus,ce qui m'avait 
fait conna!tre la duchesse de Guermantes et par 
elle sa cousine,de sorte q ma presence meme e n ce 
mement chez le prince de Guermantes,ou venait de 
me venir brusquement l'idee de man oeuvre ( ce 

qui faisait q je devais a Swann non seulement la matiere 



And Swann is 

for Swann is 

mais la decision),me venait aussi . de Swann. 
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important in another way for the work of Marcel: 
£?-"-"~ ~~ M. I a-

an example to him of the person he too could become 
I'-

if be does not take heed of the hints he receives from his own 

creative urge; for Swann too had all his life felt intermittent 

urges to create something too,but had rorever put it off until 
~H 

some more favourable occasion,and preferred to it the pursuit 
. 

of Odette and the company of his , highly placed friends of the 

faubourg. 

So,the meaning and necessity of the themes and characters 

touched upon in this overture ore not Bpparent and do not become 
Ill ~~'-u.. 

so perhaps for hundreds of pages . Here~ i.Athe incomprehen-

sion with most readers greeted tne qork on first appearance, 

and also the accusations of shapelessness and incoherence. 

2 Not only by accident,par ~accroc as AG says,but also 

with consumruate cunning and in misleading ways : in a bracket, 

an aside,a piece of village tittle-tattle Lhat may or may not 

be true; as in life itself, ,l does not warn t e reader which of 

his people ms going to be i.mportant,which minor;so that the 

reader lives out for himself the very experience of the narrator, 

more immediately than in conventional presentation of people, r 
1-Jeing as much in the dark about them as the narrator. eg the 

first two or three times thataOdette Swann or bCharlus are 



obvious clues,barely notices them,because they're being talked 

of by a villaEe gossip who professes pity for Swann and scandal 

at O and C for carrying on together au su de tout Combray,~, 
t1 t!U~ 

I,13:-9ce mauvais mariage,as though we 'd heard of it before and 
/1,_LJ; i • .:: f .>O • 

could be expected to 1tnow of it already,~, I, 20 ,presque une 

cocotte. Yet when we meet Odette for the first time ourselves 
"'1. ~ ...: 

she is la dame en rose,119,I,76,and even then the narrator 

doesn't even tell us tnat tnis is the same person he'd mentioned 

all those pages before. ,vhy? Because his purpose is to 

re-explorehis own life,to recreate it as he had lived it,and so, 

since he was not to learn this about Odette until much later, 

to put two and two toge"ther for hh1Self and reach, with shock, 

the conclusion that they were one and the same person,so he 

makes his reader go through the same process of long ignorance, 

sudden discovery,immediate,painful,radical change in outlmok; 

instead of saying:"I went through a period of misconceptions 

about various people and eventually discovered my errors'' ,he 

shows us,he communicates his errors to us so that we live out 
\. 

over a space of dozens or hundreds oi pages his own way of look-

ing at tbe wo:t-ld. ,And so,with Odette,it is not until the .rul-
)I t<o~ A~· l 1::._""'--J+J_{t~ '---'~l.v.) 

ef~ e6$e de e£e5 S that w~ learn that she was the ~a.me en rose; 
~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ ,.A-~ iJ:;tt"" 6~ !- {l~ C<M:_~ &).---.Q.. {t--Ho--- ,:-,~I -l l.: .. , 

'and ag~in ~ •ti aa-i, -~h&iitl "il kkw soul Ii ~ waJ.~e ia tae 
tt,:.._ .._..it \Lc. lt.v-.. .:. ..... , \\- ct..h-t ,(i'f · <~ "\, C., l • v,i-r.t. fL1 ..:;:: ~ ,.£1., -

park - and here another terrible shock for the reader,because 

at the end of Amour de S,S had ended his affair with Odettehis 

mistress,worn out his love for her and started life without her, 



dismissed her as 
une femme qui ne me plaisait pas,qui n'etait 
pas mon genre I,~82 

4S"~ 

these being the last words of Amour and last we hear of Odette 
t~ 

until,40 pages later , in the aside overheard by the boy in the 
U S1 ,.,:;;~-t ....... tc ( 1 ti , 

Bois , we learn tha ~ 'I. she had gone on to become Mme Swann 1,1.,.,v-.{/. • 

b Charlus is a better example still. He too is mentionea 
........ ~~t.. "1' \ .. ' . - .'.'-{ • 

,ii 

( ~ I·~• 

once or twice in passing as a lover of Odette . Marcel glimpses 

a man 1;hrough the hedge and we assume it to be O,which it is 
( ~ ~o 
~hoggh MP doesn't say sop ,I,141: 

un monsieur habille de coutil et q je ne 
connaissais pas,fixait sur moi des yeux qui lui 
sortaient de la tete 

he seems a mere extra,someone put in simply to f~ill in the 

decor,yet he is to become one of the most outsize and important 

characters in the novel,and one of the most successful from 

the point of view of MP 's method. ~nd appearance at I,751, 

i.e.+600Pages,and even then only the queer enigmatic glances 

he casts at the boy strike the latter,meking him think of 0: 

l'air d'un fou ou d'un esnion 
~~.,_ . .-~ k.') ;\ (;~1 

or even of un escroc d'hotel 751-2;and only after another 

800 pages will the reader learn,naving believed Ca fool and 

a playboy,perhapd also dangerously insane,discover that he is 
tLtJ."~L._ ......;h ~ ... ..-, 

neither a fool,a spy,a lover of Odette nor a criminal but the 
~~.J" I 

Nearly~ the most gigantic homosexual character in print. 

~-1.~A. ... u.i. 
novel/\-elapses before the narrator di scovers tha:t O is a Guermantes, 



and half before he discovers he is queer~ 

No por trait usQally; 

rather ske tches than portraits. 

wa s so dear to the he Grts of the 

or any trad novelist's technique,as soon as any new character 
~·-.ML, 

appears the story waits while he is de scribed in detail,~ven 
MP.wt"~ ·*Cl~~i.........<J. . - .<,_ $ 

if he's only a walk-on. (Cf AG' s FI.!). The technique has been 
f -

compared to the convention of the cinema,the close-up which 

picks out the hero or the villain froo a crowd scene and tips 

off the audience that this is the person to watch,Guichard,55. 

L d · · d . b dRI -- 82- d . l b h d . 1 f h. egran in 1s escr1 e in some etai , ut t e etai so is 

dress and features are by no means many and most of them are 

mentioned not from any ~aniac compulsion such as Balzac's to 

mention everything,but simply because they give some insight 

into the character of the man and can in some way be taken as 
,:.....o."1._.,,p: 

guides to his behavruour,arid~once again MP is deliberately leading 
~! ·8:! 

us astray wnth regard to this Legrandin,110,I,67. As for Swann, ,~ 
he is sketched very effectively in the shadow, p56,I,14,how 

apt how effective how brief these two lines of description,on 

distinguAit mal son visage,and four pa ges later,this character, 

so pregnant with meaning, whose name is t h e title,all our eyes 

and all t he eyes of t he others characters are on him as he comes 

across the l awn under the twilit trees,he is mys t erious to 

the boy,inscrutable to hhe boy's family and j ust as st r ange 

to us who have never met him beforea l'obscur et incertain 



,1 

personnage qui se detachait ,suivi de ma grand ' mere,sur un 
:!4 

fona de tenebres,et g_u 'on reconnaissait a la voix 60,1'3. 

Fran~oise and aunt Leonie and the grandmother : details 

scattered,sprinkled over several small scenes,so as not to 

hold up the flow of the narrative and so as the better to 

imitate what happens in life itself where none of us notices 

the encyclopaedic details about another's face that we find 

in Dickens or Balzac. Best example of MP's method in this 

respect is Bloch,and not only best example but most effective 

presentation,here is a character whose role a·t; the mo raent is 

to give a series of sudden shocks to the narrator 's co,'l1fy 

little world,and so it is apposite tha t he should burs t in 
~ ,o<,\-113 ~ 

without warning, 134-2 in this ou~rageously comical scene, 
( \\I II~ 1tw, 

preceded only by his name and his rire bruyant comme une trom-

pette the only things we know about him before he assaults us 

and the prejudices and tranquillity of the narrator's little 

life with his slang and iconocla sm h is pose of aesthetic 
Jl.,ut'~ , ~&..~I 

decadence and unworldliness. A most 1'ellin@; scene he bounces 
~.(, \ ~ ~\ t.... ,,,.jl 

in demolishes~idols \good tempers and 1reputation♦ and bounces :tt~i 
out again a~parently µnqwar~ of the effect of his irruption,;1~ 
~~ ,-w1t-e-~~alo,..'\'U,,,., ~ ·~ ckvr~t., f-att~~c-.i \~1u-.4(. i 

4 Not only no portrait of physical features,but 

also no tipping-off of reader 1out what toe. xpect from the i \ ,o~,.,,._,, ~ ~.,,.,. ......... ~t'-cta.<,l.lt, ' f,/4... n"' "" 
~...:.:::~ """-'-Ir" ::t~ . 

characters by way of behaviour. A Once again an ~xample of the 

s ort of thing I mean,again from Balzac,Cousine Bette,p3) of 

-l,..._ C.~ ,-fl l "'ef 
~µ~ ·,-t.iJx...........,_hr ~Jtlf _ 

,r ~✓ ~_t-Jt"~,k ~. tw.f(-.-~ 



( 

.,d:_t. ·• r is&.1. 
livre de poche ed,ie about ~,ie about the first appearance 

of the title - character,we are told; 

La jalousie forrnait la base de ce caractere 
pla in d'excentricites(B's underlining) 

IS 

and we know from then on that all that Bette will do is live up 

to this prescription,this recipe , thisclue,this ready reckoner 

wbich the author has given us so tnat we will never be perplexed 

by her behaviour,a method of characterisation as gross and 

unsubtle as that of the Victorian melodrama where everyone knew 

what was what almost from the very names given to the characters, th1 

they imitate the image that the writer places in the mind be

forehand,and sure enough this is what Bett:e does . ii'.eminds 

one of what Cyril Connmlly said of most 1nglish novelists: 

S-S-Smith s-s-story,see,here he comes now,what'd I tell you? 

So,tnis is what Proust does not do; he tells us very little 

about the characters he presents; he shows them and,for the 

most par~,leaves us to ip.~e up vur minda about them,to get to 

know them as if they were real peoj.>le, in the same way e.s his 

narrator got to know them in his life. !v1P gives us no rule 

no guide no handbook wherewith to translate the actions of his 

fersonnages,wha t motives we must ascribe tneir acts to . 

see them in action,we react to them in our own way,uninfluenced 
~~ ~ ·~) 
by what the writer wants u us to see,he doesm't _pre j udice lls 

,i.r-¥ 
againstrthem to begin with. This because MP was no doubt a 

better psychologist,a less convention-ridden artist,and 

when I say a better psychologist,I mean he was more l~cid,and 



saw human beings as ,uch 111ore complic.qted things than Balzac 

did,with much lesc;black and white,their motives in.uch 1nore 

ffiixed and unexplainable than the XIXth ever suspected , more 

inconsistency in them, , ucn more than meets the eye,except 
l - ~ 

perhaps by Stendhal and Constant ,not blac.ic and whi tc ll..{e 
~ ). l 

Balzac and Zola. 
~\- l. 

And even Legrandin beers this out 110-1,I,67,MP seems to 

19 

be telling us ebout him at first when he describes him,and 

explains his flowery speech with its literary flavour and pre 

sents him,recom.mending him to us as hautain,meprisant,amer, 

consciencieux,disabused,unstarry-eyed abo~t other people and 

society at large,an horn.me d'elite above it all,all artificial

ity who holds forth against l ' aristocratie ,la vie mondaine, 
(J'?. ~~~ 

le snobisrne 111,168. But of cours,IJIP is leading us astray, 

not really telling us about the man,because when we meet him 

again he turns out to be the greatest bootlicker hypocrite 
1144 I I½ -,'S'() 

arriviste,soclal-climber you could imagmne 163-4,169(I,i25-132). 

So even he is not true to type,not in character - abominable 

expressions~ that a good reading of such as 'lP should lead 

anyone to see the meaninglessness of,or at least the mislead-

ingness of. 

l 
V¥1 1$' 

All this is untru~A of the grand'mere,p53(I,12),he gives us 

his formul8 and never ~viates from it: 

elle etait si humble de coeur et si douce 
que sa tendresse po11r les autres et le peu 



de cas qu'elle faisait de sa propre personne 
et de ses souffrances . • etc . .. 

s he is now as she will ever becooe throughout the work,the 

most huruanly warm and likeable of all MP's ch 3.racters . 
-; 
_J 

5 Showing Swann and Franqoise at different times 

of ~heir lives,Odette too,in an u.nchronological way,unsequentie.l 

way an unnarrative way so to speak; sketches of the various 

different Swanna which existed at various times of his life, 

bring out the simplicity of the child's worldview,his naive 

surprise at how different the same people can become; and also 

gives us glimpses of depths and strangeness to be found in 

everyday people . The difference between t his technique,which 

is constant throu~hout the other vols,and the usual sequential 

as it nere numerical sort of narrative,Lhe one in normal time 

se quence where action b follows action a,where stage 2 of any 

character necessarily precedes stage 3 which wdlll develop 

naturally into stage 4,the differenc e between these two 

methods is compa rable to t!hat between a) a docume.ntary film on 

the one hand ie narrative; and b) on the other ~n o.l&- eceeet-14-e 

•SP.12:f:j ~~ a collection of family snaps that are out of order . 

In both cases you have a series of pictures telling you a 

story and giving you certain information; in a) the film is 

coberent,consecutive,tells a tale,shows a face,fixes it and 



I 

I 

order,that is necessary for the story,the history to be 

followed; b) is not straight~orward,b,wii snaps are jLUJ.bled, 

some are missing,some overexposed or smudged ani lr.e w;;:i 11:r.:s-tc. 

.ehow you t..ie enes "Ghat interes'tr----hl--m -l¾rt-t"o-~U.- a---s-t-ery ,-and 

· M - passes =t:b.em: over to --t,to~ in great numbers without apparent 

rhyme or reason. t1hy is this difference? Again,I feel,the 

answer must be,not in an:y incompetence or gratuitous oerversity 

of the nature of MP,but in his purpose,what he's trying to do 

to to recreate his own experience,as it happened to him 
_,.. 

not as his intelligence later came to tell him it must have 

happened or should have happened,that life and perception 

are chaotic things which do not present themselves in logical 
,1 /J'Mlt ;.,i:,tdd ~~~l>~~~~"tib...v> 

order · ()..M) ~(..tl,UA< J..q ~ 
' 

I ~ . 

E Sans dire,that good or bad people are not in the 

world of MP ,he is too clearsighted for that,too hmnest in 

his pessimism, These characters are among the realest that 

one can find in -books, full of contradictory impulses: even 

Leonie,so whimsical,so childliKe,so apparently tongue-in-cheek 

on the part of MP,so Halt Disneyish and quaint and lovable, 

she can be vicious and spiteful,suspicious of Fran~oise, 

vindictive 161. Fran;oise too is shown honestly; fidelity, 

generosity,cunning,tolerance,meanness,sympathy,narrowmindedness, 

cruelty in her treatment of the fille de cuisine,moved by 

the description to tears of her ailment but ruthlessly unaffected 



2.2. 

by the reality . C Even the beloved grand'm0re who is presented as so angelic 

and dear to the narrator,the love he has for her does not 
() 

blind him to her appearance,there's a s ketch of her on p 54 

which mingles pitiless lucidity and tenderness; the descrip tion 

of her death too later in the book is a EiMo shocking page 

or two in which the dear granny crawl s about on her bed, 

unrecoenizable,compared to an anima J 
In this respect,the presentation of believable people 

without sentimentality, a reading ~ MP can be a salunary ex

perience, especially for those of us who are still hampered, 

like the .Antient Mariner by his albatross,by the traditional 

Sunday-school psycholo~y of angel~ o~ devils; 'l( cl:;Itrc' ~..,. .. t;JJ.n ) .... · '-l: 

I • •t j,,_,._,_lf < ~Ir~ .,:.j ~~. ~~,l. \ ~~~~a .. ~ ~-v._,./~,.:__,>---/{ef~ \ r: '\'t'l, •\.AA'•$-
' L..d tu,~.L~1~-~t-"l-.... 1 ..f.rA-1Pj~~t;. ~"" +t-J.U.t .,c,.fd-"-t.;,.r'r-u-,_ •. ,:-1. ,J<.. ,L_..-. 
~ \- -.i -""'" \JI 'I" ,:, ;ftl+.-(,U() 1-,; .n-c <> ~ l .~n t !I ~~•-'-">¥ •. tJ:,..,..._i, c. ,._ J "t.•>f<,•,.,,~f.AJ-f--..;_,t (..l., ~ .,....,_,v:,~'lJ •;.-_: - -<=.,,.....,,n1,v-<''-B . ., -r• -,U,....f'U• •"'l.7l-ell o f":1)/![ ,(. 

1 ..... -...u. ......c..-e f 1 
' V ' ' Yet ·, for 'al 1 this honesty, there is dishonesty, f rx.": '1:f=- ...,.r;, 

or at lestt diEtDDti on in the way that MP looks at peop le. 
'I I " 

There could be a lot to say on the way MP 1tries to bias us,by 

dint of presenting character after nasty character in all 

their pettiness and silliness and spite ,that everybody in the 

world is like this,because it must be pointed out that these 

are the conclusions on hwnan behaviour that one is forced to 

after a reading of Proust : that all humans are empty idiots, 
( ):it.-,/4, 'V\,~ • ~ I \)li"-11." ~~ 

nastytt' w:saa• sd 1 ungappy monsters of selfishnes~~and deceit. 

is very persuasive on this, he writes so convincingly, sho·vs 

his people in euch a believable way that for the duration of the 



Z S 

--wfi1.c 

flhat W•'"' 

...,-,:,-4' ~ 
~ of b'l1!s distortions that I mentioned in the way he looks 

at people. And here we're moving into that area where 

the stuiy 01 charac~erization shades into that of MP as a comic 

writer. For the distor~ion I refer to is ; caricature. 

I.Uss x,what is a c aricature? Y.vhat does a caricat . .1rist 

do? '1/Ana why? (El! De Gaulle?) 

1 1 chooses and magnifies a feature or two of a 
~ A) ,. ; , . ._,"''""-'-:.... likeness in,usually,a grotesnue manner·, 1-~, () 1 , 

• I ,,.,•fM'' II J ' • ' I, L•I , 

2 to make his subjects ludicrous,to belittle them? 

to persecute them for his enjoyment·:• 

M.P does this,uot all that noticeably here,since his characters 

are giant s and we can see here only their beginnings and they 

nee~dreds of pages to grow to full size. But even 

in ~,!!.\£,mi we see his caricaturist side and ability in one or 

two characters. 

~otably in Bloch's nonchalant posing as oblivious to 

contingencies (rubbishing of symbolists?): inability to notice 

whether it's raining 136,or his inability to Know what time 

of day it is at any given moment; in his manner of speech:,,_ 

long-winded irreverent litterateur,~ith his well-rehearsed 



patter,sprinkled incongruously with slang,giving an impeession 
/4 

of airy faroiliarity, and contempt for letters,ancient and modern . 

The whole speech l;.4 is of course far too long,too perfect, 

too contrived to be real or for M.P to have meant us to taKe 

it for rt:al. In this very funny couple of pages ,",. P ridicules 

Bloch 's pose,his anti - bourgeois attitude,his fin de siecle 
--f{,,, eu.t. .1(;,.f' IN , 1)1.t!H( ,.::t 

other-worldy decadence and aestheticism.< ~r ~- · < 

Same with Legrandin,a ~ his manner of speaKing,his whole 
hJhe fine attitudes he stri -:: es, 

style is overdmne ~rossly~his flowery tirades,sprink:led with 

literary allusions and pervaded with literary emotions of 

melancholy and resigned unwordclliness,these speeches are 

also far too long,we 6asp for breath for hi111 then hurry 

along the line to catch him up again. MP here pushes to 

the extreme of absurdity the pose of Legrandin,building up 

an incredible fa~ade which he will later take pleasure in 

destroying for us ~nd exposing Legrandin for what he is,a 

pitiful noseur who tries to disguise from everyone and even 

examples in Combrey this fragment of the novel offers evid-

ence of another sort of humour in .Prot1st. 

The couple of Leonie and Fran~oise are a sort of double act, 

like Laurel a.nd Hardy or Abbott and Costello , a pair of stooges 



rehearsed routine. In their conversa tions -or rather their 

conversation,because Combray ' s backbone as it were is a 

Sunday morning chat between these two,as though ~p had begun 
~~ • l ~ 

writing ~ f scene ,vh ich had grovm in his usual manner 

through digression and interpolatio4,nto tne section known 

to us as Combray,a chat which is interrupted here and there 

as he fits in a long section on the church,or deser~s Combray 

for a dozen_pages and resets the scene in Paris to give us 

the episode of the dame en rose :&H1&u11sexs0autt:tri:Egx:ixxxinr, and 

then comes bac Fran~oise and Leonie where he ' d left them 

without explanation,giving incidentally a strong impression 

in this wa:y of the changele&sness the eternalness of the life 

of the village and its people - in this conversation,Proust 

reduces to the absurd the life of boredom and gossip of the 

village people,the great events of the day being un ham.me q 

grand-pere ne connaissait point,le petit de chez Galopin qui 

passait avec une tarte,and Mme Goupil late for mass so that 

Leonie is worried to death whether she got there in time for 

the elevation. This reduction ad absurd.um most apparent in 

that scene where the~ discuss the possible identity of a dog 
101 

qu'elle ne connaissait point ~,and they give as much time 

and interest and preoccupation to the elucidation of this 

enigma as they would if it were a person une de ces apparitons 

stupefiantes 100,and they even talk of it as though it were a 

person, une b£e bien affable says F spirituelle comme une 
personne,tjrs de bonne humeur,tjrs aimable 



toujours quelque chose de gracieux. 
C'est rare qu'une bete qui n'a que 
cet age-la soit deja si galante (sociable) 

101-2 

This humour that M.P draws from the dusty monotony of Leonie's 

little rounine,from her jigsaws and her Ali Baba plates,her 

pretence of never sleeping,her indignation on the one hand 

at being thought too ill and her piQUe on the other at being 

not sympathized enough with,her rambling double-talk with 

Fran~oise,all this is very subtly and delicately done. There 

is affectionate irony in it and the f~n that MP pokes at the 

calm boredom,xml the unselfconscious foibles and harmless 

pettiness of this life of his own childhood,this fun is 

without malice,however acriruonious and corrosive his satire 

was to become in the later vols. The presentation of this 

world is sympathetic,no doubt to arouse the sympathy of the 

reader,and surely it is successfully done? It raises a smile, 

no belly-laughs,no goffaws,but a mild,grateful amusement. 

The harmeess freakishness of the other m~mbers of this 

isolated ingrowing family is presented with the same genlte 

irony,t.tiis cast of extras who appear here at the beginning 

of Marcel's long journey in ~earch of time and himself,and 
(M..-t ~~v J 

.?ho for t he most part11 never rea_p_vear in the novel except for 

a brief reminiscence now and then. 
"' .. 

'l'he grandmo ther, her lllania for waliing in the rai~; the 

gr cmdfather, his habit of always telling the same story abom:; 

le pere Swann,even his thoughtless unspiteful antisemitism 
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on p56 and 135; even his mother's gasp of ad::niration at 

his father's ability to lead them bac~ to the garden's back 

gate in the moonlight after a walkl59; the other double-aet 

of his grand.ruother's sisters Celine and Flora , tne& ludicrous 

grotesquerie of th~ tw0 ol maids,their efforts,so disconcert

ing to Swann,to maKe their gratitude vo him plain wlthout 

being so crude and u.nladyliKe as to draw attention to the 

!'act tnai:; he has made -cnem a gift and t;O say thank you for it;, 

to make it plain that they knew he'l-:i been wentioned in Le 

Figaro without being so indelicate as to say tha they'd 

actually read lt; their attempts to steer the conveI?ation 
a{ 

towards their favourite topics~ education,art,vlrtuous works. 
~~~ 

lt4:,~ the narrator himself raises a smileAwith his description 

of his falling in love with Gilberte Swann: he falls in love 

with her 

not blue 

eyes of blue only to find out later 
){r;;_ -..-e a. .. J.0- ~r.A 

but black; feels;\.he il5.As to shriek 

that they are 

at her 187 

comme je vous trauve laide,grotesque,comme vous me repugnez! 

This reaction strikes one as being funny,laughable,but it is 

perfectly good psychology and a hint of the knowledge of 

human behaviour one can find evidence of in A la recherche 

du temps perdu,as well as a good exam le of MP's way of dealing 

with the very ordinary events of life ,showing their drama and 

.importance,anyone else would have shown us him falling in 

firstlove in a line or two , but this trite subject is not 

treated in a trite manner but in the Proustian manner which 



is to extract from the trite the remarkable,or rather to sho~ 

that what we took as trite is really interesting 8-nd full 

of much more complexity and strangeness than we are accustomed 
. t\ p ht:if&_ ~t..«,( c.. ~t""::, ~ \ i,,at..}·J. le,._ .~.J.-

t o believing about it. " r,,_., 1,. "-f: ~ M "-r-tl"C1 .... ....-. ,,1.. · • ..-
~'""-.....,.,..,,:-.,, ( ~.,,.,.. r ,eizJ 

All the family background and vi llage life,then, is done 

in hu.~oroQs vein,but without unkindness. And this is woth 

remarking upon,since l'JP is often deplored for his one-eyed 

pessimistic bias, fo r drawmng attention tm the nastiness of 

people,their wilful stupidity and viciousness . For all 

his characters,except the grandmother and mother, aa the 

book develops all tne other characters turn out to be snobs 

and weaklings ,liars,boors,che~~R,posemrs,insens~tive boot~ ,. 
-Q\l!tdµ....._• ,on.w..,;ffi :tr-· £\.~-ttt "'1..----.4.t., '-(l.,r1 (I.ti -ew.,,,_.Jr:) I ,t_u 

C.~ I • ~ I 1 -

lickers and backstabbers: I\ !Jhether the gentleness of these l tl • 

opening scenes is a result of a) ~he fact that they were 

written earlier, much earlier than l~~ later parts of the book, 

and the later inveterate pessitlism of Proust an effect of 

a~e and illness and loneliness and disillusion; orb) simply 

another effect of his soft spot,his nostalgia for the cosy 

cottonwool world of' his childhood,of being tuc>{ed up at night 

and kissed ~oodni ght and drowsing over a book in the sun 

after a cppious lunch and 

on a winter 's day. t t .C 
the bright :fX1"H: hearth after dinner 
({) \~ ,\ 1 ' .(, L • 

'l . t•f ~) ·.:.u (: I"- • ,,u,,· • l• I 

I ~ 

"' ., t< 

Later in the book,too,the Baron de Charlus develops,on 

a vast scale,as a wonderfully,bitterly comic characetr,le 

don Q,uicbotte de l'homosexnelite as (is it?) Guichard calls 

him,not rlllllbustious or bawdy or Tom Jonesy or Rabelaisian 
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~laps on the -b~- wet ish,but a corrosive 

irony,a piercing ruthless psychology in the way MP's 

humour lays the man bare for us,shows his secret springs, 

his public masks and his privAte blindness to himself and 

the real effect he makes on people. One of the most 

memorable and at times funniest characters in f:iction. 

MP is otitln~accused of solemnity,of having had no sense 

of humour. 
~WV\, 

This is surely a travesty of the truth,witness 

Combray; and if you did not laugh once at this book may I 

The writing: 

I use this word on purpose - style is a word fraught with 

misconception,a loaded word,a word which frightens most of 

us,which most misunderstand,reading much more into it than 

is there. All it means is surely~ the way a man writes 

about ~what he has to write about; and no appreciation of 

the way a man writes can be effective if it leaves out of 

a~count one of those two things. Just another way,a simpler 

way of saying xnx what all handbooks of lit appreciation 

say: content determines style,and the one is meaningless 

without the other. 
~IA,:, 

One must always remember liJJft,€J that the way a man writes 

is conditioned,it's obvious,by three things: 



a the sort of person he is: colour-blind,sanguine,well-off, 

asthl matic,Jewish,angry , homosexual,etc 

b what he writes abollt,his subject; the words of Charlotte 

Bronte in describing Jane Eyre 's genteel emotions when she 

rediscovers her blinded protector Rochester,will necessarily 

differ from those of,say,Hemingway describing Harry 7organ 

sitting bitter in a bar in Havana ; 

c the effect he ' s trying to work on the reeder. 

a the sort of person he was: one of the most complete 

writers,the best endowed writers of all time: extraordinary 

power of response,sensitivity is the word I want ,(cf his 

reactions to flowers or smells);a gi~t for ~inute observation 
the 

of things Rnd peo le ; a lucid eye for seeing through/surface 

behaviour to ~he secret springs of action~an immense power 
~ ~ t-- C,~~t': 

of concentration; vast erudition/ (cf his images drawn from 
~~ I 

all sorts of fields,illntss,medecine,art,classical lit, 

natural sciences etc) and of necessity a vast vocabulary since 

he was so widely read; part of nis apprenticeship had been 

spent as a parodist,remember,Pastiches et melanges,&aint

Sim~ateuabriand,Flaubert , Renan,most adept and clever &f~J 
and convincing parodies of other :mu men's styles; he had 

also dabbled in symbolist streams,and no doubt had picked 

up wuch from these early exercises. As a person,he was , as 

we've already said: part-Jewish,of the idle rich,asthmatic and 



nervous and introverted,these three things maKing the 

fatal psycho~atic tangle of the adulescent MP out of which 

the adult homosexual was to grow. And so , not sur risinis 

that he should write abo Llt himself especia ll;y, ~ bout the 

idle rich~Jews and esvecially the effect on them of 

the Dreyfus A.t'fair in which he was involved in. a small wey 

as a young man , about the things he had known and loved : 

art,flowers , the house and horizons of his lost childhood , 

and also about his long- beguiled desire to become a writer . 

the 

and 

est 

was also,it m~ be worth ncting in passing 
I) 

a great and 
/ 

ed atheist,of which the most noticeable 
/ 

sign ih his 
/ 

/ 
any antireligious feeling, but simp~-, a la longue, 

_,,,-
words,SO )llany characters, 

/ 

religion. As,,. Mauriac says: "Dieu 
// 

de l'oe ~re de MP". This does not 

show in the overture,voir /there is even an affection for 

the homeliness of the building that is,its tombs 

and bell-tower,t~e sound of its ell,the stained glass. No 

mention of ,,.,~yment of what goes inside the church, 

and th0 most of Combray takes place on Sundays,no religious 

atmosphere about this part of the book).j 

b what he writes about: themes,materials,subject. 

Well,as weknow,he writes about his own experiences as a child, 

and in particular about certain fancies and longings about 



places and people,certain desires about love and the real 

meaning of things; about certain discoveries about these 

people and places. Also his impressions of people,the 

memory of loved things,smells etc,trying to set down 

difficult,fleeting i mpressions which do not lend themselves 

to words,to see deeply and with clarity into experiences 

which we are accustomed to take for gnanted and never to 

°"' examine because they are so frequent and well-known to usAto 

have lost all meanin5. .And th~s,for Proust,was the real 

function of the artist,to make people see meaning and 

freshness in thine;s which,because comm.on,are insignificamt: 

Ce travail de l~rtiste,de chercher a 
apercevoir sous de le matiere,sous de l'experience, 
sous des mots quelque chose de different, 
c'est exactement le travail inverse de 
celui que,a chaque minute,quand nous vivons 
detourne de nous-meme,l 1 amour-propre,la 
passion,4 1 intelligence e~ l'habi~ude aussi 
accomplissent en nous,auand elles aw.assent 
au-•.iessus de nos impressions vra · es ,po u.r nous 
les cacher entierement,les nomenclatures,les 
buts pratiques que nous appelons faussem~nt 
la vie. En somme ,ce t art si coruplique est 
justement le seul arl vivant. Seul il exprime 
pour les autres et nous faic voir a nous-meroe 
notre propre vie,cette vie qui ne peut pas 
s' uobserver" ,dont les apparences qu' on observe 
ont besoin d'etre traduites et souvent lues 
a rebours et peniblement dechiffrees 

III,896 
.I\ 

And one can see here affiliation between Proust and 

his time,especially between him and his symbolist aPprentice

ship,for herein is a fair statement of one of their main 

artistic tenets which one finds in their predecessors 



eg 

Schopenhauer and Baudelaire . Two things here a) the 

hidden innern~ss of true rea1ity,the kerne of truth being 
misleading 

disguised from us by ax/exterior; and b) that -cne artist 

is the one,and tnis is nis real job,to penetrate that 

mask on reality and translate it as it were for athers. 

cf Scho_penhauer;"we can never get at the inner nature 
of things from without. However much we 
may investigate,we obtain nothing but images 
and n ames . ...,,e are like a man who goes round 
a castle,loking in vain for an entrance,and 
sometimes s~etching the fa:;adesx" 

~ill,trans.Payne,l358,p99 
1.~~ ...... ; . •~" ..... "' : 1:',l_ ftc•r!l-.'...( ,~ ...... ·J p,..:t, ·,¾ , '<..cNJ · l'IJ~,r-i., ~ <L· ,-_ ~ 

ie the Kernel of truth; as for the ~rtist,or as Schopenhauer 
u,;l 

calls him the Genius,he it is as ?roust also says has the 

ability and the function to find this truth and reveal it: 

the true Genius (T .. ) by recognizing in the 
individual ~hing its IDEA,( ... ) UNDERSTANDS 
NATURElS RALF- SPOt ~N "lORDS. He expresses 
clearly what she merely stammers. 

p222 

This image of stammering almost exactly echoed by Baudelaire 

in his sonnet Correspondances,when he says that nature is 

a temple out of which come now and again de confuses paroles . 
. ..-J: ef ~ ~ .. 

And the commoniidea of the artist as an interpreter of the 

ideal essences hidden by misleading forms one can find 

in many poets and writers of the symbolist pariod,eg int~~ ~ 
in the theory of Rimbaud a oout the poet as voyant,a seer,a~ 

young Gide: les imaginations des poetes font mieux saillir 
la~ verites idealex 

AW 35 

Cr again in Gide's Narcisse ,p9: Le foete,lui,qui sait qu'il 
cree,devine a travers chaque chose - et une 
seule lui suffit,symbole,pour reveler son 



archetype; il sait 
que le prt~texte, un 
OU s'arrete l'oeil 
qu'Elle est la 

que lAapparence n•en est 
vetement qui la derobe et ~) 
profane ,mais qui nous montre a...,,(~•.l.r~ 

Romans,9 
ta,J. 1 ~i ll.c. ..,.,.t' 

·" rt-' ct'l'l . , J.Lj> r,;tJo 
.r' ~- ··~ ,~..,« C.,,t:.. 

So this to sgow how roust retained from his symbo~ist days of ~~· 

the 90s their ideali~t aesthetic as well_as ~~e~r pepsimism-vta-
1 ~MP~ ,0 ,..,.J-~, ~~, 'IA · ~~o.i f~-iiM _ l.{,lf- 4-,q1~.s-\/-.,:.te<Mt~,":' 

Schopenhauer. (~,~ h¢. '3.~, ~i..,.,, a ~µf-tE.;p:t~~ ~~c.c ~ 'IJ = 4-14 ~ 
~ J ~\ I l&e«1; 

So ~he real subject':. of MP ' s book is to find the real texture 

of life hidden by the business of every day,the real meaning 

in things and experience and relations between people ,and at 

the end of his long quest the only salvageable sense he can 

find in the life he has lived and almmst lost EB is his desire 

to perpetuate it in a work of art . Comparable in this respect 
'~ ~1if 

to a XRlt'~ book you've read this year,very different in appear-

ance and apparent intent: La nausee. For Roquentin makes 

much the same discovery as Marcel,expressed in very different 

language,and comes to much the same conclusion about writing 
~~~ 

it down. A sort of latwer-day Proust,a middle -class, post-1 14 

Proust .c1 ' ~~ t1..Lw~\'I" 
·.: "~ , , <d/ 

C the effect he's trying to work on the reader; to 

transmit to the imagination of the reader as intact as possible, 

as immediate as poss as alive as possibee,the experience he 

has had,to make the reader feel for himself what Marcel felt, 

trying to plug the reader in as it were to the powerpoint of 

his own emotion or memory,so that what we experience is not 



a mere pale rerlection of what he once felt but an undiluted 

fteling-transfusion. Also,as I've said,he wamted to make 

people to see clearly and profoundly into the~selves and find 

there wh~t habit has blinded them to . He wanted to deprive 

us of what he himself called the anaesthetic of habit . 

Because of who he was; the nature of his mat t er; 

the effect he was seeking to work, the boo~< is one of the most 

difficult to read. .t is composed of dense poetic nrose, 
;)- '~ 

interminables sentences,laden with esoteric words~information 
tv-"""tfo~ /' 

and flusings,with daring,mind~teasing similes culled from a 

vast range of topics,with complica~ construction and clause 
~ I .~~ I ~°';}-

UpOn tortuous subordinate clausefa jungle of syntaxh~na concei~; 

to the unaccustomed reader it is an apparently aimless wordy 
.J ramble,an endless night of obscurity suddenly shot through~ 

lit up,now XJdi: and t hen by the brilliant shaft of a striking 

image,a sparkling metaphor,an acute perception of human motive, 

an evocative line or two. 

There are many great passages where the com
plexity is worthy of the emotion expended on it 
where very subtle and difficult truths are pre
sented in language that could only express them 
if difficult and subtle 

Connolly,62 

What are the most noticeable features of this prose? And 

here I am not trying to cover all its aspects,see Mouton,but 

simply to draw attention to certRin tbings,make you aware of 



certain thine;s which ;you might miss ,llle.llp you to llilderstan 

a nd enjoy him mor. 

1 Prolonged investi1.5ations into the aforementioned 

fleeting i Tipressions which habit makes us take for insign-

3G 

':i3-~ ) 
ificant ,ec the madeleine scene)86-30,l a common enogh experience, 

) 1:1, ~ ~ 

we 've all .tCnown it,trying to remember somethin~ tha,:;'s on the 

tip of the tongue yet won't let itself be remembered; 2)an 
experience common enough in another way,the way it resurrects 

a part of life which had been below the threshold of conscious 

memory,to all intents and purposes forgotten and which by the 

accident of smell or taste is suddenly brought back to immed

iacy as though it had hap~ened yesterday. T~is he calls, 

( though not in Combray) Memoire involontaire, and in Le temps 

retrouve,III,)19-320,he even eives a catalogue of other writers 

who,befcr~ him ,had described the s~me phenomenon of smell or 

taste > memory; Chateaubriand,! erval,Baudelaire. Ht even 

quotes Chateaubriand,8 lines,say 100 words - it takes M 

himself 10 or 12 ti1aes as long to analyse his experience of .Lt 

in the madeleine scene,10 or 12 times as many words . Does 

this mean his is diffuse and ~rolix wasteful of words ,full 

of redundancy? I think not. Full of imagery,yes,some of it -
beautiful and ~, bl1t especially noticeable is a sort 

of scientific exactitude,as though he had rt that moment on a 

slide under his microscope and were watching its behaviour for 

minutes on end and jotting down its slightest feature; certainly, 



the deatils he brings to our attention are illinute but as soon 

as we see them we realize that they are not thereby u.mimportant 

simply because tiny. So there is a dmggedness and precision 

in his dissection and analysis of momentary experiences that 

layt bare the slightest springs and flbres of objects and 

mental and emotional events,which magnifies the world for us, 

letting us see it for a moment through the m1gic of his lens.~ _ +-- .b-.-<--c~·"" ~) rr""<1 tL t: . ~·''lifl'7., ~ -
I've mentioned the madeleine. See also tb.e start of a1lsnower ~· ·:-:;;1 

,i:z. (=11~~ ,"IH!ltttt~~ ~ -- ") ~ &;.it 
of rain 146; anyone else would saya"It began to rain 11 ,not so MP 

in 
Or reading/bed,wakine; and dozing fitfully,opening pages 

the same things are evident; choice of an insignificant event, 

tra.nsmutes it into something meaningful and A34J:Wb~ by hiEi i . .r) 
2.1.t tll f ("2J 1~ 

microscopic attention. Or meeting a perEon we know p61,analyses 

this moment to reduce it to what it's rea.lly made of, ~ 

the psychological meaning of it that we overlook normally. 

magnifying,this cutting in four of what we and other writers 

This 

are used to glance over cf Gide's little article in Incidences 

where ne tells the story of U.me B who got- to teenage without 

her bad eyesight being discovered,her amazeoent when ,on first 

putting on glasses,she saw the pebbles on the path that she'd 

never seen 

her life. 

2 

behaviour. See especially Le~:randin's admission that he doesn't 

"~~ :-~ ':ll',4.t -~ 'ff'""" tf....M ,,_:, ~.:ti ' :i. +" c._ ~ ~ ..... l 
(~J.~'32) 




